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Part I

Language Processing Architecture
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Language Processing Architecture

The classical architecture (e.g. [Steedman89], [Stabler91],
[Gibson98]):

Language processing is incremental: each new word is integrated into a
partial syntactic structure, under construction
Interpretation is compositional: the meaning of an expression is a
function the meanings of its constituents. Meanings are computed
from the syntactic structure

Consequence:

Interpretation word by word
The complexity of the process depends on the number and the type of
operations needed for these two steps
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Criticisms

Syntactic information is often partial

Inputs can be ill-formed
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Limits: Linguistic information is heterogeneous
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Hypothesis: procrastination, underspecification

No strict incrementality
At each word, instead of integrating it into an incomplete tree, we store its

associated information (morphology, lexical semantics, etc.) and the constraints it

has with the rest of the sentence (cooccurrence, selection, etc.)

Interpretation is delayed until enough information is available

Interpretation is done from time to time
Semantic representation remains underspecified

Information comes from different sources: interpretation results from
their interaction
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Consequence for Complexity: Search Space model

Interpretation consists in finding a model into a search space

The size of the search space impacts the complexity of the
interpretation process

Search space is controlled thanks to the constraints: constraints can
reduce the space

Each piece of information is a property and acts as a constraint

Complexity

The amount of information plays a role: under a certain threshold,
interpretation becomes difficult
The process is cumulative: one accumulates information (or
constraints) until a certain threshold is reached

The process is declarative (vs. procedural)
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Algorithm schemata

General idea: reducing the search space before interpreting

Delayed evaluation
Prediction/activation (until in some cases a unique solution)

The parsing operations:

Shift: at each word (or each element of information), buffering (word
+ associated properties)

Reduce: if the set of adjacent words is highly cohesive, reduce

Interpret: if the search space is small enough (i.e. if the amount of
information is high), interpret
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Part II

Difficulty in Incremental Processing: surprisal,

cohesion
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Complexity evaluation of incremental models

What happens word by word?

Two measures

Surprisal: some words are more complex to integrate
Cohesion: some words are highly predictable

Applications

Surprisal: difficulty predictor
Cohesion: facilitation identification
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Surprisal

Some words can be more or less difficult to integrate at a given point
in a sentence

Idea: processing difficulty ∝ surprisal

Estimation

Probability of the analyses that are not consistent with the word to
integrate
Surprisal at word wk : divergence between the probability of all the
trees for w1...wk and that for the prefix w1...wk−1

Surpk = log
∑

P(T ,w1...wk−1)− log
∑

P(T ,w1...wk) (1)

Hale, J. (2001) “A probabilistic Earley parser as a psycholinguistic model”, in Proceedings of NAACL’01
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Example [Demberg07]

Surprisal(“who”) = prefix prob.(“reporter”) - prefix prob.(“who”)

Two versions: lexicalized vs. unlexicalized

Two indications: ambiguity + sparseness
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Example

“Ainsi pour Le Seuil, quarante-sept de ces droits ont été acquis par des éditeurs de

langue allemande.”

Surprisal peak at “de” (between two determiners)

→ Sparseness of this sequence of categories, but no ambiguity
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Example

“On parle aussi d’étoiles de l’Opéra : Noëlla Pontois, qui est à la retraite, Michaël

Denard, qui va bientôt l’être.”

Surprisal peak at “être”: syntactic difficulty due to pronominal reference

→ Surprisal reveals ambiguity
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Eye-Tracking Validation (Demberg & Keller, 2008)

The data

Dundee corpus: 51,000 words, from The Independent
10 subjects reading the entire corpus
Eye movement recorded with Dr. Bouis eye-tracker
Corpus parsed with Roark parser (Roark, 2001)
Data filtering: elimination of first and last words of each line, words
adjacent to a punctuation, etc.
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Modelling

Dependent variables: first fixation duration, total reading time

Linear mixed effect model

Non syntactic predictors: word frequency, word length, position in the

sentence

Oculomotor variables: previous word fixation, character number between

two fixations, position of the landing position into the word

Context variables: forward transitional probability (conditional probability

of a word given the previous word); backward transitional probability

(conditional probability of a word given the next word)

Complexity measure: Surprisal
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Results

Lexicalized as well as unlexicalized surprisal measures are significant
predictors for reading time
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Rauzy & Blache 2012: results for French

5,696 words, from the French Treebank (newspaper Le Monde)
13 subjects, reading the entire corpus
Eye movements recorded with a Tobii 60 Hz
Corpus parsed with the LPL StP
No data filtering
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Observation: fixations according to categories

Content words (Ad, Adv, N, V): high number of fixations

Function words (Det, Aux, Prep, etc.): low number of fixations
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Observation: Surprisal evolution
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Modifying the granularity: chunks

Chunks: function word + content word

Variable Estimate Std. Error Pr(> |t|)
(Intercept) 422.775 2.307 <2e-16 ***
Length 89.388 2.798 <2e-16 ***
Frequency 91.527 4.429 <2e-16 ***
Surprisal 22.345 2.696 <2e-16 ***
...

Average chunk reading time: 422ms

The impact of chunk length and frequency ≈ 90ms

Surprisal contribution ≈ 22ms
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Cohesion

Identification of predictable word sequences:

Cohesion(w1...wn) = logP(w1...wn)−
n∏

i=1

logP(wi ) (2)

Examples:

Form Category Cohesion

au fur et à mesure Adv 9.97847
d’ores et déjà Adv 7.417349
motion de censure Noun 7.2199154
rédacteur en chef Noun 6.74914
tôt ou tard Adv 6.5883007
cahiers des charges Noun 6.2432375
à plusieurs reprise Adv 5.680603
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Part III

Facilitation: the case of idioms
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The situation

Examples

Decomposable idioms (variables)
‘‘let the cat out of the bag’’

Non-decomposable idioms (opaque semantics, no variability)
‘‘spill the beans’’, ‘‘kick the bucket’’

Experimental perspective

Idioms are read faster

Idioms are related with specific brain activities

Two different models according to the way they are processed
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Non-compositional models (lexical look-up models)

Main ideas

Idioms are stored like long words in memory

Meaning: direct memory retrieval

Meaning retrieval and linguistic processing are to some extent
independent
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Non-compositional models (lexical look-up models)

The Lexical Representation Hypothesis

Bobrow, S. A., Bell, S. M. (1973). “On catching on to idiomatic expressions”, Memory and

Cognition

Idioms are stored with normal words in memory

Idioms are processed both literally and figuratively simultaneously

The figurative meaning of the idiom is accessed first (lexical
representation)

Criticisms

Processing: idiom expressions are not processed more slowly than
literal expression

Flexibility: idioms can be transformed to some extent and still be
recognized and understood
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Compositional models (nonlexical models)

Main ideas

Idiom comprehension uses normal language processing

Idioms are represented as configurations of lexical items, no separate
representation in the lexicon

The Configurational Hypothesis

Cacciari & Tabossi (1988) “The comprehension of idioms”, Journal of Memory and Language

A sufficient portion of an idiomatic expression must be processed
literally before the idiom can be identified

After the “Recognition Point”, rest of the string will not be processed
literally
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Predictive mechanisms in idiom comprehension

Vespignani F. et al. (2010). Predictive mechanisms in idiom comprehension. Journal of Cognitive Neuroscience

Study in Event-Related Potential (ERP)

ERP: brain response (electrophysiological) to a stimulus

ERP Components: series of positive and negative voltage deflections
(ERN-error related negativity, ELAN-early left anterior negativity etc.)
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Event-Related Potentials: N400

The amplitude of the N400 reflects (among other things):

Semantic integration: the effort of integrating the word into the
current context

They wanted to make the hotel look more like a tropical resort. So along
the driveway they planted rows of .......
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Event-Related Potentials: P300

P3a: Surprise
Engagement of attention, processing of novelty

P3b: Unpredictable stimulus waiting for an answer
Improbable events (the less probable the event, the larger the P3b)
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Vespignani’s hypothesis

Hypothesis

When an idiom is recognized, predictions of the rest of the expression

Expected ERP effects:

Different N400 amplitude before and after the RP
P300 component when matching the input (the idiom fragment) to the
stored template (the idiomatic configuration)

Experiment

1 Identification the RP for each idiom
2 For each idiom, build literal interpretation sentences with:

RP: substitution
RP+1: semantic violation

→ Both ERP effects should result in a more negative potential for substitution
at the RP and for violation at the RP+1
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Idiomatic Substitution Violation

Example

a. Idiomatic
Giorgio aveva un bucoRP nelloRP+1 stomaco quella mattina.
“George had a hole in the stomach that morning”

b. Substitution (literal)
Giorgio aveva un doloreRP nelloRP+1 stomaco quella mattina.
“George had a pain in the stomach that morning”

c. Violation (literal)
Giorgio aveva un bucoRP sullaRP+1 camicia quella mattina.
“George had a hole on the shirt that morning”
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Results: reading times

Self Paced Reading

After the RP, the idiomatic sentences are read faster than in the two
other conditions

At the RP, no effect in the substitution vs. idiomatic condition

The violation at RP+1 produces longer reading times wrt idiomatic
condition
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Results: ERP

ERP

The literal conditions exhibited a more negative potential than the
idiomatic condition

Components

N400: amplitude differs before and after RP
After RP: P300 for the idiomatic sentence

Product of two different types of predictive mechanisms: one based
on probabilistic expectations (N400 modulations) and one on
categorical expectations (P300)

Interplay between a P300 for the expected word partially
superimposed on an N400 for the unexpected word
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Results

Figure 2. Idiomatic (thick line), substitution (thin continuous line), and violation (thin
dashed line) conditions.
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Violation compensation

Rommers J. et al. (2013) Context-dependent Semantic Processing in the Human Brain: Evidence from Idiom Com-
prehension. Journal of Cognitive Neuroscience

Hypothesis

Activating word meanings is only done when necessary

Literal word meaning integration can be switched off when the
context renders it unnecessary

Experiment

Two types of sentence contexts: literal and idiomatic

The critical word is:

COR condition: a correct and expected word
REL condition: a word semantically related to the expected word
UNREL condition: a semantically unrelated word

→ Both REL and UNREL are semantic violations
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Example

Idiomatic Context (“to get caught”)
COR Na vele transacties liep de onvoorzichtige fraudeur uiteindelijk tegen de lamp gisteren.

After many transactions the careless scammer eventually walked against the lamp yesterday.
REL Na vele transacties liep de onvoorzichtige fraudeur uiteindelijk tegen de kaars gisteren.

After many transactions the careless scammer eventually walked against the candle yesterday.
UNREL Na vele transacties liep de onvoorzichtige fraudeur uiteindelijk tegen de vis gisteren.

After many transactions the careless scammer eventually walked against the fish yesterday.

Literal Context
COR Na de lunch draaide de electricien het nieuwe peertje in de lamp gisteren.

After lunch the electrician screwed the new light bulb into the lamp yesterday.
REL Na de lunch draaide de electricien het nieuwe peertje in de kaars gisteren.

After lunch the electrician screwed the new light bulb into the candle yesterday.
UNREL Na de lunch draaide de electricien het nieuwe peertje in de vis gisteren.

After lunch the electrician screwed the new light bulb into the fish yesterday.
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Results

Literal sentences: differences between REL and UNREL

Semantic facilitation in lexical decision (faster responses in the REL
than in the UNREL condition)
Semantic effects on N400 amplitude

Idioms : no difference between REL and UNREL

Conclusion: idiomatic contexts do not lead to activation of literal
word meanings
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Part IV

A Chunk-Based Processing Model
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The basis of the architecture

Observations

No word by word processing
Frequency, probabilities does not explain the entire picture

We also need to take into account:

Compensation
Heterogeneous information
Accumulation: delayed evaluation
Quantity of information: threshold

Two general processing operations:

Buffering into chunks (bundles of elements)

Interpretation by chunks (underspecified semantics)
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Cognitive Foundations of Chunks: Memory

Different types of memory

Sensory memory: sensory information (stimuli processing) for about
one-quarter of a second (250 ms)

Short-term memory (or working memory): limited number of chunks
for several minutes

Long-term memory: indefinite number of pieces of information
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Chunk theory: ACT-R [Anderson98]

Permanent Chunks

Processing units

Chunk activation, on the basis of their frequency

Stored into buffers, directly accessible
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Activation

Measuring activation

Ai = Bi +
∑
j

WjSji (3)

B: basic activation (frequency and history of the chunk access)

W : weights of the objects in relation with the chunk

S : weights of the relations between the objects and the chunk

Chunk aggregation

Chunks can be atomic (e.g. lexical) or complex

Chunks can be aggregated when highly cohesive

Cohesion can be identified by activation
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Idiom processing: “avoir le cœur sur la main”

avoir le activation(N)

N shift(cœur)

cœur aggregation

avoir le cœur activation(Prep)

Prep shift(sur)

sur aggregation

avoir le cœur sur activation(la main)

la main aggregation

avoir le cœur sur la main interpret(idiom)
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Algorithm: a construction-based perspective

Problem: processing incoming linguistic (non)verbal elements

Constructions:
Cxi =

MS wi ... wj

PRS ipk ... ipl

GST gm ... gn



Algorithm

A(Cxi ): set of elements activated by Cxi ; ei : incoming element

Cxi : current construction

Shift shift(ei)

Aggregate while ei ∈ A(Cxi )
aggregate Cxi) ← ei
i ← i + 1
shift(ei)

Interpret interpret Cxi)
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Language Processing and Chunks

Chunks are processed with low-level mechanisms, without requiring
actual parsing

Chunks are directly accessible in short-term memory

Chunk access is comparable to lexical access

Chunks facilitate language processing

A sentence with chunks is easiest to process than a sentence without
chunks
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Aggregating chunks by activation

A word triggers certain constraints. If a category is the target of
several “strong” constraints, it is activated.

Category activation results from high information density

When an activated word is adjacent to the activation word, they form
a chunk
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Example: subject relative clauses

Subject relative clauses are known to be easier to process than ORC

DLT (Gibson, 1998) predicts that the integration cost at the subject
relative pronoun is lower than at the object

The subject ProR activates a V and forms a chunk with it

There is no analysis when encountering ProR, only chunk building
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Object relative clauses

The object ProR does not activate any category, no chunk is built

The ORC contains less chunks than SRC. It is more complex.
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The case of preferential constraints: the accessibility
hierarchy

Hierarchy: Pronoun > Name > Definite > Indefinite

This hierarchy predicts that (1) is more complex than (2) :
1 The banker that the judge praised climbed the mountain.
2 The banker that you praised climbed the mountain.
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Conclusion

The activation notion plays an central role in language processing

Chunks can be considered as processing units, at the same level as
words

Chunk access is direct (different brain activity for chunks and words)

Constraints are an efficient way for representing complexity

Language processing is not incremental, not compositional
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